Abstract-Slotted Aloha-based Random Access (RA) techniques have recently regained attention in light of the use of Interference Cancellation (IC) as a mean to exploit diversity created through the transmission of multiple burst copies per packet content (CRDSA). Subsequently, the same concept has been extended to pure ALOHA-based techniques in order to boost the performance also in case of asynchronous RA schemes. In this paper, throughput as well as packet delay and related stability for asynchronous ALOHA techniques under geometrically distributed retransmissions are analyzed both in case of finite and infinite population size. Moreover, a comparison between pure ALOHA, its evolution (known as CRA) and CRDSA techniques is presented, in order to give a measure of the achievable gain that can be reached in a closed-loop scenario with respect to the previous state of the art.
I. INTRODUCTION
Despite its almost 40 years-long life since the original idea was published [1] , Aloha and its successive evolutions such as Slotted Aloha (SA) [2] and Diversity Slotted Aloha (DSA) [3] have been always used in many random access application scenarios (such as initial terminal login in satellite communications), especially in case of long propagation delay and directive transmissions that do not allow carrier sensing and collision avoidance as for example in 802.11 DCF. Basically all Aloha-based techniques have in common the capability to allow transmissions from a number of terminals in a multiaccess channel without the need of coordination among them, even though this means that the possibility of collision between two or more different packets is present. Recently, these techniques and in particular synchronous access schemes (i.e. those in which the channel is divided into slots) have received new interest in light of a breakthrough idea that consists in introducing Interference Cancellation (IC) in DSA schemes. Differently from SA in which packets are sent just once (or once per communication feedback in case of a system using retransmissions), in DSA multiple burst copies are sent for the same packet. It has been demonstrated that the diversity created by multiple transmissions is beneficial in case of small channel load while achieves worse results from moderate channel loads on. The idea behind the use of IC in DSA is to further exploit the advantage of sending multiple copies by trying to restore also the content of colliding packets. This new access scheme is known as Contention Resolution Diversity Slotted Aloha (CRDSA) [4] and works as follows. In CRDSA, terminals transmit packets in a given frame (composed of a certain number of slots) by placing two packet's burst copies in two randomly chosen slot locations. Each burst copy contains a pointer identifying the slot position of its twin. At the receiver, if at least one burst copy of a given packet can be correctly decoded, its signal content is removed from all other involved slots thanks to IC. By iteratively repeating this procedure, it is possible to restore the content of those packets that had all their burst copies interfering, if at least one burst copy interfered with bursts belonging to correctly decoded packets that are thus eligible for IC. As a result, while original SA technique reaches a peak throughput T 0.37[pkt/slot], CRDSA boosts the performance up to T 0.55[pkt/slot].
Further studies have regarded the optimization of the number of copies per packet (namely burst degree) to be sent. In particular [5] and [6] deal with the use of more than two copies per packet, demonstrating by means of simulation that the results can be beneficial in terms of maximum achievable throughput and/or in terms of Packet Loss Ratio depending on the chosen burst degree. For example, the use of 3 copies per packet yields to a throughput peak T 0.68[pkt/slot] while using 5 copies can lower the Packet Loss Ratio down to P LR = 1 · 10 −6 for load values up to G = 0.6[pkt/slot]. Afterwards, the same idea has been extended to the case of Irregular Burst Degree, known as Irregular Repetition Slotted Aloha (IRSA) [7] and renamed in the DVB-RCS2 Lower Layer Satellite Specification [8] as Variable Rate -Contention Resolution Diversity Slotted Aloha (VR-CRDSA). In this case the number of copies per each packet is chosen accordingly to a given burst degree probability distribution that is optimized via differential evolution, allowing to reach throughput values up to T 0.8[pkt/slot] in practical implementations. Last but not least, as with the birth of Slotted Aloha techniques a certain interest on the related stability in case of retransmissions came out [9] [10], also the birth of CRDSA has given place to some works that analyze its stability in case of retransmissions and compare its performance with the one for SA [11] [12] . CRDSA has currently been introduced as option for Random Access communication in DVB-RCS2 [8] and its use has been discussed in a quasi-real-time satellite mobile messaging systems [5] .
In a recent paper the same concept behind CRDSA has been applied to Pure Aloha giving birth to a technique called Contention Resolution Aloha (CRA) [13] . For this reason, in this paper the analysis in terms of stability that has been carried out for CRDSA is extended to the case of asynchronous RA schemes. This analysis uses the same tools adopted for synchronous access schemes, with the necessary modifications needed in order to take into account the differences between the two techniques. The paper is organized as follows. In Section II an overview of the considered asynchronous access scheme is given. Section III presents the definition of stability as well as the model used for the measure of the stability when using retransmissions. Section IV deals with a model for the computation of the delay associated to received packets. Finally, in Section V a comparison both in terms of stability and in terms of delay is carried out between CRDSA, CRA and pure ALOHA. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The scenario considered in this paper is a multi-access channel for satellite communications, in which a certain number of terminals communicate to a gateway (e.g. a ground station) via satellite. Differently from synchronous access schemes, in this case the channel is divided into frames but each frame is not subdivided into slots. When a terminal has a packet to transmit, it waits for the beginning of the next available frame in order to place d copies of that packet. Let us call t 0 the beginning of a frame, T F the frame duration and τ a generic burst duration. The d copies of a packet are placed with starting time within the interval [t 0 ;t 0 +T F −τ ], with uniformly distributed probability and so that burst copies belonging to the same packet are not overlapping. At the receiver, each frame contains a certain number of bursts as depicted in Figure 1 . Any burst will have or not a certain degree of interference due to transmission time overlap with other bursts. Notice that differently from CRDSA, in which interference can only occur for the whole burst, in this case also partial interference can occur. In [13] two cases are analyzed: the first case assumes that any overlap results in entire loss of the packet's burst; the second case considers the application of a strong FEC able to allow decoding if the amount of interference is limited. In any case, similarly to what happens in CRDSA, an iterative IC process is started at the receiver in order to remove bursts belonging to correctly decoded packets thanks to the knowledge of their location within the frame from the correctly decoded burst.
Consider the assumption of ideal channel estimation and perfect Interference Cancellation. In the first case (i.e. where no FEC is used), at each iteration packet bursts are attempted to be decoded only if the burst is not overlapping with other bursts. In Figure 1 , P acket 1 has a copy that did not interfere during transmission, therefore it can be decoded and the interference of the other burst copy can be removed in order to recover the content of P acket 2. In the second case in which a strong FEC is applied, not only bursts without interference, but also those satisfying a certain threshold in terms of amount of interference power are decoded. Let us define as in the original CRA paper [13] the rate R = R C · log 2 M where R C is the coding rate and M the modulation index. Moreover the normalized MAC channel load is defined as G =
Ntx·τ
T F
with N tx indicating the number of transmitted packets, while
represents the throughput in terms of portion of load successfully decoded. Notice that PLR (i.e. the Packet Loss Ratio) depends on the frame size T F , the burst degree distribution (defined from [7] as the probability of having a certain number of copies per packet through the following polynomial
, where Λ d is the probability that a given packet will have burst degree d), the rate R, the maximum number of iterations for the decoding process I max and the SN IR. In [13] the decoding threshold has been approximated with the Shannon bound. As claimed by the authors, even though this threshold is quite optimistic, it can be considered valid for moderate to high SNIR with properly designed schemes and represent the ground base for the study of the performance with real codes. Setting C = R = log 2 (1 + SN IR), the decoding threshold is SN IR dec,dB = 10 · log 10 (2 R − 1). In order for a burst to be decoded, its SN IR must be at least equal to SN IR dec . The SN IR of each burst can be computed as
where x represents the degree of interference for a certain burst as a sum over all interference contributions expressed with a value between 0 and 1. For example, in case of no interference x = 0, in case of 50% overlapping with another burst x = 0.5 and in case of 50% interference with n other bursts, x = 0.5·n. In Figure 2 results for an open loop scenario (i.e. without retransmission of lost contents) are illustrated for ALOHA and the representative case of CRA with Λ(x) = x 2 . The parameter values chosen for simulations are the same that will be used throughout the paper: T F = 100 ms, τ = 1 ms for every packet, M = 4 (QPSK), R C = 1/2, I max = 50 and a number of simulation rounds per channel load point equal to 10 4 . 
III. STABILITY
Assume the case in which CRA has been chosen as random access scheme and a certain number of users N u (either finite or infinite) participate in the described scenario. We assume each user to be in one of two possible states: Thinking (T) or Backlogged (B). Users in T state send a packet at the beginning of the next frame with probability p 0 . Assuming that users are acknowledged about the outcome of the transmission at the end of the frame in which they transmitted, if the packet is correctly decoded the user stays in T state. Therefore the probability of staying in Thinking state is equal to the probability that a user does not send any packet plus the probability that a user sends a packet that is correctly received at the first attempt. On the other hand, if a user is unsuccessful in its first attempt, it switches to backlogged state. In B state, a user attempts retransmission with probability p r . In case the retransmission ends up successfully the user comes back to Thinking state at the end of the frame in which it retransmitted its packet while in case of no retransmission or unsuccessful retransmission, it stays in B state.
Let us define N j B as the number of backlogged packets at the end of frame j and N T OT as the total number of users, so that
is the expected channel load in frame j due to retransmissions and
is the expected channel load of frame j due to new transmissions. Finally
is the expected total channel load of frame j.
The aim of the definitions above is to find the equilibrium contour in a plane having as axis the number of backlogged users and the channel load due to new transmissions. As a matter of fact, equilibrium contour is defined as the locus of points for which the expected channel load due to new transmissions is equal to the expected throughput, so that the communication can be considered as stable and the total expected channel load G j is equal frame after frame. The expected number of new transmissions at the equilibrium can be defined as
In stability conditions, also the number of backlogged users remains the same frame after frame. Therefore
from which
Equations (4) and (6) describe the equilibrium contour. This contour, together with the expected channel load due to new transmissions in Equation 3 (known as channel load line) gives a model for the computation of the stability. Consider the examples in Figure 4 . Each channel load line can intersect the equilibrium contour in one or more points (i.e. for one or more N B values). These intersections are referred to as equilibrium points since G OU T = G T holds. The rest of the points of the channel load line belong to one of two sets: those on the left part of the plane with regard to the equilibrium contour represent points for which G OU T > G T , thus situations that yield to decrease of the backlogged population; those on the right part of the plane with regard to the equilibrium contour represent points for which G OU T < G T , thus situations that yield to growth of the backlogged population.
Therefore, an intersection point is defined as a stable equilibrium point with coordinates (G the result is that G OU T < G T and for N B > N S B we find that G OU T > G T so that the equilibrium point acts as a sink. With the same reasoning, an intersection point is defined as an unstable equilibrium point with coordinates (G In Figure 4a an example of stable equilibrium point is given. Being this point the only one of intersection it is also a globally stable equilibrium point and we consider the related channel as stable since the communication will keep operating indefinitely around that point. On the other hand, if the point of equilibrium is not the only one as in Figure 4b it takes the name of locally stable equilibrium point. In particular the illustrated example shows two locally stable equilibrium points: one for a good throughput value, thus called channel operating point in the sense that is the point in which we want the communication to operate; one for throughput close to zero called channel saturation point since in that state too many users are in backlogged state and thus any packet transmission has hard times in being successful. Consider a scenario in which the communication starts from N B = 0. The communication will keep being around the operating point as long as statistical fluctuations are small enough to keep N B < N U B . At a certain point however, the instability point will be crossed and in small time the saturation point will be reached. Depending on the communication settings, there is also a certain probability to exit from the state of saturation and come back around the channel operating point. However, this probability is generally small and considered negligible. Figure 4c represents the same scenario as in Figure 4b (i.e. the case of unstable channel) but for an infinite number of users. In this case the channel load due to new transmissions is independent on the actual number of backlogged users. Nevertheless the same discussion as for the case with finite number of users is valid and we can assume that the point of saturation is found for N B → ∞. Notice that in this case the formula for the channel load used so far is no longer valid. However, if Poisson arrivals with expected value λ in terms of new packets to transmit are considered, the channel load line can be expressed as
As a matter of fact, for a finite number of users the number of new transmissions is binomially distributed, while for a number of users that goes to infinity we can consider the binomial distribution converging towards the poissonian one. Finally Figure 4d shows another example of globally stable equilibrium point. However, in this case the intersection point occurs for throughput close to zero. Therefore the point is defined as channel saturation point and the channel is considered overloaded.
IV. PACKET DELAY IN STABLE CHANNELS
Assuming a stable channel so that only a globally stable and operating point is present, it is of interest to know the delay associated to successfully transmitted packets. For a generic packet, it is possible to do so using the discrete-time Markov chain in Figure 3 . T F is assumed to be our discrete time unit. Therefore, the packet delay D pkt can be calculated as the number of frames that elapse from the beginning of the frame in which the packet was transmitted for the first time, till the end of the one in which the packet was correctly received.
the expected packet delay can be written as
Equation 9 can also be rewritten in a form that is more practical for our analysis, by means of Little's Theorem. As a matter of fact, in a stable system the average number of users in B state is equal to the average time spent in backlogged state multiplied by the arrival rate of new packets G T (that we know to be equal to G OU T at the operational point). Therefore
where the presence of T F /τ in the formula has the aim of normalizing the delay to the frame unit.
V. COMPARISON OF RANDOM ACCESS TECHNIQUES
Before starting the analysis of the results, it is useful to have a more solid comprehension of the role of three key parameters for the communication: the probability of new transmission p 0 , the probability of retransmission p r and the total population N T OT . The first two parameters have influence on the channel load line while the retransmission probability influences the shape of the equilibrium contour. In particular, defining a generic line y = m · x + q with x = G T and y = N B , p 0 is inversely proportional to m. Therefore, fixing q, a decrement of p 0 determines a change for the slope of the channel load line that becomes steeper while an increment of p 0 has the opposite effect on the slope. N T OT has the same graphical meaning of q. In other words, fixing p 0 (i.e. the line slope) changing N T OT corresponds to changing the point of intersection with the y-axis since for G T = 0, N B = N T OT . Finally, as shown in Figure 5c , a decrement of the retransmission probability determines a shift upwards of the equilibrium contour. Notice that the aim of this section is to give a qualitative analysis rather than precise numerical results. In fact, the obtained results are based on the Shannon Bound while in practical implementations a real code must be considered. Therefore a quantitative analysis would be of unnoticeable importance. On the other hand a qualitative analysis is still of big value since it can prove the general validity of the technique and highlight pros and cons with regard to the state of the art. Figure 6 shows that even when no FEC is used, CRA can reach higher values of throughput than Pure Aloha, if the communication is designed properly so that the channel is stable. However, throughput results are far from those obtained for CRDSA. In addition, having a stable channel in CRA assumes that the total number of users participating is small enough so that only one point of intersection is present. For example, in the case of CRA with Λ(x) = x 3 , if we want an expected throughput close to the peak (i.e. total number of users must not be bigger than N T OT 60; on the other hand we can see that for Pure Aloha, almost 400 users can take part in the communication still ensuring a channel operating point around the throughput peak. If the design constraints require the use of CRA together with a bigger number of users, we know from Figure 5c that it is possible to decrease the retransmission probability for backlogged users p r . Nevertheless the stability comes at the cost of increased packet delay. This can be qualitatively understood considering that decreasing p r , the peak throughput remains the same while the corresponding number of backlogged users N B increases. Therefore from Little's theorem an increase in the average packet delay is expected. Finally, it can be seen that without the use of FEC the results of Aloha and CRA are worse than those for SA and CRDSA. As a matter of fact the results for synchronous techniques give place to equilibrium contour with identical shapes but bigger in value of throughput as well as in width of the curve below the peak. Similar considerations can be done in Figure 7 for the case in which FEC is used and the SN R is quite low (2 dB). In fact, concerning asynchronous techniques the same reasoning as for the previous case applies. Moreover, concerning the comparison with synchronous techniques, we can see that SA and CRDSA still outperform asynchronous techniques even though the performance of the two gets closer.
Finally for high SNR (10 dB) as in Figure 8 , asynchronous techniques outperform synchronous ones. In particular, it can be noticed that while for CRDSA the burst degree distribution Λ(x) = x 3 is always better than Λ(x) = x 2 , in CRA when the SNR is high enough Λ(x) = x 2 appears to be the best solution. However also in this case Pure Aloha still allows the participation in a stable communication of a higher number of users N T OT with regard to CRA. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a qualitative analysis of the stability in asynchronous Random Access schemes has been presented. In particular, stability results for CRA have been shown using a model based on the equilibrium contour. The obtained results have also been compared to Pure Aloha and CRDSA, showing that under the constraint of channel stability, despite the obtained throughput boost CRA supports a smaller number of users than pure ALOHA and does not appear convenient in low SNR scenarios with respect to synchronous access schemes. As a matter of fact, designing CRA to support a bigger number of users requires a decrement of the retransmission probability that yields to an increase on the average packet delay. Therefore further studies could investigate if this increment of packet delay would still allow asynchronous access schemes to be more efficient than Pure Aloha or not from a packet delay perspective. We want to remark that obtained results for CRA represent an upper bound, since the Shannon Bound has been considered as decoding threshold for received bursts. This is the reason why in this paper the analysis has been accomplished in a qualitative and graphical manner rather than comparing the various techniques and burst degree distributions with numerical strictness. A very recent work proposed in [14] and called ECRA (Enhanced CRA) shows the possibility to outperform CRA in terms of throughput and Packet Error Rate and sets the more realistic Random Coding Bound as decoding threshold. While those results still do not constitute a practical case using a real code, they constitute an interesting step forward towards the case of a real scenario. The presented analysis can be as well extended to this recent evolution and future works should consider these latest findings rather than CRA.
